
 

Tera Gunner Chain Skills
!!INSTALL!!

Hey, just wanted to post here about the issues I've had with barricades in the game. I've been
playing for about 12 months now and have so far cleared the only PvE content, the Crucible, with
the exception of the latest US. And, I love every moment of it. Tera is such a wonderful game and

I appreciate the (numerous) community involved. I have a level 48 Gunner with a bunch of
Paragon level skills; Frost Armor, Beast, Shield Block, Draped, Focus Dive, Full Metal, etc.. I'm

also a seasoned PvP'er, have won a lot of small rep matches and accumulated a decent level of
reputation for myself. However, I've reached a point where I'm very unhappy with the inability to

defeat barricades in our single player PvP scenarios (they keep getting set up behind enemy
bases and shooting me until I'm at 60% -- which is 7 of 10 target locks -- or until I've used up my

weapon cooldown. The biggest advantage for PvP is the Last Stand skill. For example, if the
Archer is engaged by a... Looking good and real, ive tried to do changes in the last 5 pages of

this thread.... The Gunner may grant himself immunity to knockdown effects, with a... The
gunner skill tree is also built on an interesting structure. 5 skills, 3 levels.... Tera Gunner skills 6.1
(Gunner).... which is a set of linked skills.... through the gunner skills Armors are considered for

balance purposes and during the Gunners development.... Tera gunner chain skills... The
development team looked for ways to have a Gunner that could... The Gunner skills are the set

of skills that a Gunner can... Tera Gunner: Chain Skills
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Thief was designed to be a class
that can help free struggling

members of a party by pulling
enemies away, or to steal

equipment or items from groups.
He is often chosen because his

class skills are especially useful for
pickpocketing. As he gains

experience his Keybindings have
an increased amount of the skills

related to lockpicking. Thief is
geared with a bow for ranged

combat. He is especially good at
dealing damage on an enemy

when he has a prepared knife or
his bow is drawn. Thief will often
travel with a horse (mule), which
will provide him with a form of

stealth that will allow him to sneak
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by other enemies while riding. It
has however been confirmed that
riding a mule does not negate the

sound distance that the mule
makes, even when riding on roads

and trails where animals and
humans aren't normally

encountered. With a bow, Thief
can aim and fire faster than other
classes, and can quickly headbutt
a target that isn't moving quickly
enough, taking advantage of the
fact that any damage isn't taken
until they're moved. A rogue is a

secret class of TERA who can
stealth around, hurt the enemies
and steal their items. Having an

arrow will help him stealth around.
Also having a bow helps him
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damage other groups of enemies
more effectively. They are also the

first class to include a special
attack named Triple Arrow that will
hit 3 targets at once. Also in terms

of stealth, it is quick and silent
movement that are high in priority
in TERA. He can sell information to
help with gold farming, as when a
thief is injured, he can go take the
hurt party member (often a healer)

to a keep for healing. Knowing
when a wounded party member
can be left to bleed out and die
can save the party a lot of time.
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